S E R V I C E U P D AT E

CSX SERVICE UPDATE
CSX remains relentless in its commitment to deliver the high level of service customers expect. To help ensure
the company’s capacity meets customer needs, CSX continues to focus on four critical areas: people, assets,
infrastructure, and processes. This update details the company’s progress in these areas to enhance safety, service and
efficiency, and to facilitate growth.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Winter weather is once again straining CSX’s service
improvement efforts as a large portion of the company’s
network continues to experience significant and repetitive
storms carrying heavy snow, ice, high winds, and below zero
temperatures. Unsafe road conditions have left many customers
across the Northern Tier — especially in New England —
unable to accept deliveries from CSX and continue to impact
the company’s crew availability and crew hauling capability, as
taxi providers across much of the network have been unable
to operate. Additionally, severe winds are causing significant
issues with mainline, siding, yard and customer switches. Many
of these switches are equipped with switch heaters, and CSX’s
engineering team is promptly cleaning and attending to these important devices to help maintain network fluidity.
CSX continues to monitor potential impacts of several ongoing labor disputes in the transportation sector:
•

On February 15, more than 3,000 conductors and engineers in Canada represented by the Teamsters Canada Rail
Conference went on strike at Canadian Pacific Railway after failing to reach agreement after contentious contract
negotiations. The threat of governmental intervention prompted Canadian Pacific and the Teamsters to end the
strike after just one day and agree to mediated arbitration. The labor dispute did not involve operations in the
U.S. and had relatively minor impacts on CSX’s interchange with Canadian Pacific. Normal operations have since
resumed.

•

CSX is closely monitoring a Canadian National Railway labor dispute with Unifor, which represents nearly 5,000
of its union employees. This is a dynamic situation, and talks between Canadian National and Unifor are ongoing.
However, even if a work stoppage were to occur, CSX expects limited operational impact.
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•

The contract dispute between the International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU) and the Pacific Maritime
Association, which reduced productivity at West Coast ports, ended February 20 with a tentative agreement.
Although not directly connected to the CSX rail network, the work slowdown created a lag in transcontinental
intermodal shipping. Ratification of the agreement could take several months. In the interim, the ports are expected
to resume full operations and begin to work off the traffic backlog, which CSX anticipates will drive a slight increase
in interchange traffic in the weeks and months to come.

CSX continues its efforts to restore service following a derailment near Charleston, West Virginia, on February 16.
CSX teams are working on many fronts to ensure the safety and welfare of the community and the environment. An
investigation into the cause is underway. CSX traffic is being rerouted as necessary while the company works toward
restoring normal train operations.
SERVICE IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS
Crews – The ability to deploy additional train crews, especially in key geographies, increases on-time originations,
improves on-time arrivals at customer destinations, and reduces terminal dwell
Over the past two months, CSX has
increased its active Train & Engine
(T&E) workforce by 1.5 percent, from
approximately 11,300 employees at
the end of 2014 to 11,500 employees
currently. The additional crews are
predominantly based in geographic
regions that experienced significant
weather impacts and volume growth last
year. Over the next two months, CSX
expects another 2.5 percent increase
in the T&E workforce as employees in
the training pipeline are promoted to
active status. This will help continue the
advancements in service planned for
2015 and prepare CSX for future growth.

CSX Crew Delay Hours by Location – Fiscal Weeks 1-7
Top 15 Crew Delay Location of Winter 2014

The increase in active T&E employees to date in 2015 has been a primary driver in reducing crew delay across the
Northern Tier of CSX’s network. This is illustrated in the crew delay maps below. Given the strength of the T&E hiring
pipeline, the company expects this trend to continue throughout 2015.
Locomotives – Adding locomotives drives up on-time performance, aids in network fluidity, and supports
ongoing growth
CSX continues to drive network improvements by adding locomotives to its active fleet through rebuilds, heavy repairs,
leases, and new purchases. The company also remains focused on enhancing its locomotive utilization and availability.
Despite record cold temperatures across much of the network over the past two weeks, CSX’s locomotive out-ofservice rate remained well below 2014 levels, effectively providing additional units to help sustain service performance
through the unforgiving winter weather experienced during February.
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Infrastructure – Increasing terminal and line-of-road capacity helps streamline interchanges, improve network
throughput, and increase system velocity
As illustrated in CSX’s 2015 capital plan, CSX remains committed to growing with its customers and continues to invest
in terminal and line-of-road infrastructure projects to progress service and facilitate growth.
Process – Adjusting processes provides near-term relief and longer-term strategic improvement as volume grows,
mix changes, and traffic patterns shift
CSX continually reevaluates the effectiveness of its operating plan to address seasonal weather impacts, changing
traffic flows and local customer needs. By way of example, CSX recently enhanced its local operating plan to address
service issues affecting several customers on its Chicago Division. While the Chicago Terminal has remained relatively
fluid in 2015, recent weather and volume-related congestion hampered the company’s ability to provide these
customers consistent service. CSX is temporarily authorizing an additional T&E crew start to improve local service to
these customers.
RECENT SERVICE PERFORMANCE
As the map below illustrates, in addition to the capital investments CSX is making in its infrastructure, the company
continues to invest in the railroad through ongoing maintenance programs. Although these programs can temporarily
impact train performance along specific segments of the network, they are integral to safe, efficient, and reliable
rail service to customers. The map also indicates locations where CSX has experienced line-of-road and terminal
congestion over the past two weeks.

